Create Perfect Mobile Experiences
Mobile Testing for Quality-Obsessed Customers

Access over 350 real-devices in our public cloud
Test on the same devices your customers use and seamlessly access real physical devices in the cloud with full support for gestures, orientation and more. Get the most accurate results by testing mobile and Web applications on the latest devices. Go beyond emulators to get the most insight into the real user experience.

Manage a full enterprise mobile device lab
Create the perfect test cloud with our device lab management software. Connect your local on-premise devices - and even "on-desk" devices - to your own private cloud. Access local devices from anywhere in the world with centralized test execution, administration and logging! Supplement your devices with any of our 350+ devices to create a true hybrid cloud mobile testing platform.

App Health Check
When it comes to mobile, you need to ensure your app runs as expected on every device. Now, with Autonomous Mobile Testing, get an instant health-check for your app by automatically running tests on real-devices and get actionable recommendations to improve the user experience across all devices.

About Kobiton
Kobiton is a powerful mobile cloud that allows companies to more effectively manage the devices they own and access the real devices they want. Simple to use, easy to access from anywhere and flexible enough to scale capacity across internal or external devices, Kobiton minimizes costs while increasing productivity, helping businesses get their apps to market sooner.

The mobile device cloud platform offers centralized testing history and insights to improve collaboration across teams; access to the most in-demand mobile devices to supplement existing inventory and significant cost savings.

Visit kobiton.com to learn more.

One comprehensive platform for all your mobile testing needs
With an abundance of floating hardware split amongst various business units, we needed a way to centralize devices in order to reduce bottlenecks and increase productivity. Kobiton did just that, making us more efficient and allowing us to build a better product.

- Brian Baumgartner, QA Manager
www.boomtown.com
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Packed full of Features
One Platform
Consolidated test platform for Web, hybrid and native mobile apps.

Access over 350 Real Devices
Instant access to over 350 real-devices including the latest versions of phones and operating systems.

Device Lab Management
Device Lab Management (DLM) feature allows you to easily connect internal devices, creating your own Local test cloud.

Automation
Supports parallel automation execution with mobile testing tools.

Rich Test Logs
Centralized testing activity that is shareable across teams & locations, DLM can increase the collaboration and efficiency of your team.
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